
Generally ,if you wanna rent an apartment in Qingdao ,

15006480550
青青青青青青
Qingdao,  Shandong  266000

Rent:  $480.00    Size: 800 SqFt

2 Beds   1 Baths    Apartment

Deposit: $480.00  USD

Property Description
Generally ,if you wanna rent an apartment in Qingdao , Hong Kong Garden should be your first
choice !

Hong Kong Garden which was built in 2001 is a wonderful neighborhood ,it includes two high-rise
buildings which are both 25 floors high , Mykal---a big super market is next to this neighborhood ,
which makes living here more convenient and easier .
Hong Kong Garden area is very prosperous ,surrounded by many bars , clubs ,restaurants ,
sundry stores . In fact , most forighners in Qingdao would like to hang out here at night , this
area is really the western life area . Plus , it is not far from seaside , Hisense Plaza ,Marina Square
,May 4th Square .
Another reason that here is perfect for foreigners is that the rent here is very reasonable and
affordable . You know , generally , the rent of apartments near seaside is a little high , let’s say ,
if you wanna rent a two bedroom apartment near the sea , for example , on Hong Kong Road ,
the monthly rent should be more than 3500 rmb , but in Hong Kong Garden , the monthly rent of
two bedroom apartments is about 2600---3000 rmb . There are two reasons that the rent here is
low ,first : Hong Kong Garden buildings are a little old (about 11 years old , but the inside of
apartments here is very morden ) . second: the size of apartments here is a little small , generally
, two bedroom apartments here are about 70-80 sqm , but really cozy .
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